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Atom Nucleus
Charged current weak 
interactions, β-decay

new powerful 
techniques (atom traps)

rich selection of spin, 
isospin, half-life

Neutral current weak 
interactions

 APNC
 anapoles

tremendous accuracy 
of atomic methods 
(lasers, microwaves)
neutral (strong external 
fields)
traps, cooling

huge enhancement of 
effects (high Z, 
deformation) over 
elementary particles
rich selection of spin, 
isospin, Z, N, 
deformation

Permanent electric dipole 
moments
Lorentz-symmetry & CPT 
violation

accuracy selection of spin, Z, N

ISAC + actinide target: great place to study fundamental symmetries in 
heavy atoms
Atoms/nuclei provide access to fun. sym., should be viewed as 
complementary to high energy approaches

Some of most promising new candidates are heavy, radioactive systems (Rn, Fr)
Radioactive beam facilities are crucial

Demanding, long experiments → strong motivation for dedicated beam delivery
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nucl. spin independent interaction:
coherent  over all nucleons
HPNC mixes electronic s & p states

< n’s’ | HPNC | np >  ∝ Z3

Drive s → s E1 transition!
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nucl. spin dependent,
interaction only with 
valence nucleons

Cs: 6s → 7s osc. strength f ≈ 10-22

use interference:

f ∝ | APC + APNC |2
  ≈ APC2 + APC APNC cos φ

Atomic Parity Violation
Z-boson exchange between atomic electrons and the quarks in the nucleus
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Fig. 1. Nuclear spin dependent PNC processes; (a) stan-
dard model tree level VeAN Z exchange; (b) electron-nuclear
anapole interaction, PNC stems from vertex corrections due to
weak hadronic interactions; (c) combination of hyperfine inter-
action and Z exchange.

matrices, and !1i and !nsd,i are constants of the inter-
action with i = p, n for a proton or a neutron and nsd

= nuclear spin dependent. The standard model tree level
values for these constants with !nsd,i = !2i are

!1p =
1

2
(1 ! 4 sin2 "W ), !1n = !

1

2
,

!2p = !!2n = !2 = !
1

2
(1 ! 4 sin2 "W )#, (2)

with sin2 "W " 0.23 the Weinberg angle and # = 1.25. !1i

(!2i) represents the coupling between nucleon and electron
currents when the electron (nucleon) is the axial vector.

In an atom, the contribution from Eq. 1 for all the
nucleons must be added. For the nuclear spin independent
part (nsi), we obtain

Hnsi
PNC =

G#
2

QW

2
$5 %(r). (3)

This contribution is independent of the nuclear spin and
is proportional to the weak charge

QW = 2(!1pZ + !1nN), (4)

with N the number of neutrons. Because of the strong
cancellation in !1p the standard model value for the weak
charge is almost equal to !N . The theoretical uncertainty
present in all the extractions of weak interaction parame-
ters from atomic PNC comes from the the calculation of
the matrix element $5 as the experiment is not sensitive to
the weak charge itself but to the product as Eq. 3 states.

The second term of Eq. 1 is nuclear spin dependent
(nsd), and due to the pairing of nucleons, its contribu-
tion has a weaker dependence on Z. In a shell model de-
scription with a single valence nucleon of unpaired spin,
Flambaum and Murray obtained [18]

Hnsd
PNC =

G#
2

KI · !

I(I + 1)
!nsd,i %(r), (5)

where K = (I + 1/2)(!1)I+1/2!l, l is the valence nucleon
orbital angular momentum, and I is the nuclear spin. The

terms proportional to the anomalous magnetic moment of
the nucleons and the electrons have been neglected.

The interaction constant is given by [18]

!nsd,i = !a,i !
K ! 1/2

K
!2,i +

I + 1

K
!QW

, (6)

with !2,i given by Eq. 2 corresponding to the tree level ap-
proximation, and two corrections, the e!ective constant of
the anapole moment !a,i, and !QW

generated by the nu-
clear spin independent part of the electron-nucleon inter-
action together with the hyperfine interaction (see Fig. 1).
Flambaum and Murray show that [18]

!a,i =
9

10
gi

&µi

mpr̃0

A2/3,

!QW
= !

1

3
QW

&µN

mpr̃0A
A2/3, (7)

where & is the fine structure constant, µi and µN are the
magnetic moment of the external nucleon and of the nu-
cleus, respectively, in nuclear magnetons, r̃0 = 1.2 fm is
the nucleon radius, A = Z + N , and gi gives the strength
of the weak nucleon-nucleus potential with gp " 4 for a
proton and 0.2 < gn < 1 for a neutron [17]. The interac-
tion is stronger in heavier atoms since both !a,i and !QW

scale as A2/3 (QW /A " 1/2 in !QW
). The anapole mo-

ment is the dominant contribution to the interaction in
heavy atoms, for example in 209Fr, !a,p/!QW

$15. As a
result, nuclear spin dependent atomic PNC in heavy atoms
is best suited to determine nuclear anapole moments by
correcting the measured value for the small, calculated
contributions from the !2 and !Qw

terms.
The anapole moment of a nucleus is a parity non-

conserving, time reversal conserving moment that arises
from weak interactions between the nucleons (see the re-
view by Haxton and Wieman [4]). It can be detected in
a PNC electron-nucleus interaction and reveals itself in
the spin dependent part of the PNC interaction. Wood et

al. [9,10] measured the anapole moment of 133Cs by ex-
tracting the dependence of atomic PNC on the hyperfine
energy levels involved, and consequently nuclear spin. The
measurement shows that atomic PNC is a unique probe
for neutral weak interactions inside the nucleus, which
otherwise remain hidden by much larger electromagnetic
charged currents [19].

The anapole moment is defined classically by (see ref-
erence [7])

a = !'

!

d3r r2J(r), (8)

with J the electromagnetic current density. The anapole
moment in francium arises mainly from the weak interac-
tion between the valence nucleons and the core. It is possi-
ble to think of it as a weak radiative correction that is de-
tectable only with an electromagnetic interaction. Flam-
baum, Khriplovich, and Sushkov [3], by including weak in-
teractions between nucleons in their calculation of the nu-
clear current density, estimate the anapole moment from
Eq. 8 for a single valence nucleon to be

a =
1

e

G#
2

Kj

j(j + 1)
!a,i = Can

i j, (9)
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The nuclear-spin independent APNC Hamiltonian for a pointlike nucleus:

The "nuclear weak charge"
contains the weak interaction physics

< n!L !|Hnsi
PNC|nL >

= G!
2

Qw
2 < n"L "|!(r)#" · #p|nL >

!< n"L "| d
dr |nL > |r=0

RnL ! r L Z L+1/2

! at r = 0 only Rns , d
dr Rnp are finite

Bouchiat, 1974
HPNC mixes s and p states < ns|Hnsi

PNC|n! p >" Z3
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|6s! = |6s + !p!

|7s! = |7s + !p!

Wood et al. 57

Table 2. Comparison of experimental parameters for the presentworkwith

those for our previous measurement. Note that we have improved the PNC

signal-to-noise ratio by nearly a factor of 7.

Quantity 1988 1996

540 nm laser power density 200 kW/cm2 800 kW/cm2

Detection efficiency 25% !65%
Cavity waist, !o 0.21 mm 0.41 mm

Volume = "!2oL, L = 2 cm 0.0028 cm3 0.011 cm3

Resonant atomic density 1 x 108 cm"3 2.2 x 108 cm"3

Experimental duty factor < 30% ! 65%

#F = +1 6S–7S photocurrent 200 pA 200 nA

Signal/background 17 4

Electric field 1000 V/cm 450–950 V/cm

Magnetic field 74 G 6.4 G

6S–7S shot noise 28.5 ppm/
#
Hz 15 ppm/

#
Hz

6S–7S technical noise 22 ppm/
#
Hz <8 ppm/

#
Hz

BG, detector noise 27 ppm/
#
Hz <8 ppm/

#
Hz

Fractional PNC modulation 3.2 ppm 6–8 ppm

PNC signal/noise 0.07/
#
Hz 0.45/

#
Hz

7. Results and conclusion

After taking into account the appropriate calibrations and corrections as described in the previous two

sections, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 26 for our measurement of parity nonconservation on the

#F = ±1 transitions between the 6S and 7S states of cesium. From this data, our final results are
Im(E1PNC)

$
= "1.5576(77) mV/cm 6S F = 3 $ 7S F % = 4

"1.6349(80) mV/cm 6S F = 4 $ 7S F % = 3
(40)

Physically, the quantity Im(E1PNC)/$, which is 1.6 mV/cm for the system studied here, represents the

magnitude of an applied electric field thatwould produce a pure Stark-induced transition amplitude equal

to the pure PNC transition amplitude. The uncertainties are dominated by the statistical uncertainties

of 0.0078 and 0.0073 mV/cm, respectively.

Thedifferencebetween these two results, due to thenuclear-spin-dependent contribution, is 0.077(11)

mV/cm. This is related to the nuclear anapole moment and provides information about parity violating

purely hadronic interactions. The appropriately weighted average,

Im(E1PNC)

$%

!"QW

N

"
= (0.535) &LR(4, 3) + (0.465) &LR(3, 4)

= "1.5935(56) mV/cm (41)

where the weighting factors are the average of those derived in refs. 37–39, gives a nuclear-spin-

independent result of "1.5963(56) mV/cm.
Comparison of these results to those of our previousmeasurement [2] (Im(E1PNC)/$ = "1.693(47)

and "1.513(49) mV/cm for the 4 $ 3 and 3 $ 4 transition, respectively) shows that our new results

not only agree with the old but are more precise by a factor of 6.5. A comparison of the parameters for

the 1998 and 1996 measurements is summarized in Table 2.

From the nuclear-spin-independent average for Im(E1PNC)/$, one can extract a value for the

weak charge of the nucleus, Qw, which provides a test of the standard model of electroweak unifi-

©1999 NRC Canada

The Boulder Cs Experiment 
(Wood, 1996)

| E1Stark + E1PNC |2
LoSurdo
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Implications on 'new physics' from the Boulder Cs experiment 
(adapted from D. Budker, WEIN 98)

Why is APNC so sensitive?

> 900 GeV
LHC, ILC: > 5 TeV (?)

S = -0.56(60)

APNC

Z
new physics

LEP log(energy) →cr
os

s 
se

ct
io

n 
→

> 256 GeV, >1200 GeV indir.

  S=-0.13 ± 0.1 (-0.08)
  T=-0.13 ± 0.11 (+0.09)

APNC can also constrain 
other scenarios, e.g. 
couplings to new light 
particles
(e.g. Bouchiat & Fayet 05)
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Young et al., PRL 2007: Dramatic recent progress from PV electron 
scattering for (C1u - C1d)

APNC uniquely provides the orthogonal constraint (C1u + C1d)
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from Pollock et al. 1992

Why Cs ? Not particularly heavy...

It's the heaviest, stable 'simple atom'
atomic structure factor

nuclear structure factors

Precise experiment in
Tl (and Bi, Pb) have been
limited by their more 
complicated atomic 
structure!
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Proposal: use francium (Z=87)

atomic structure (theory) understood at the same level as in Cs

APNC effect 18 x larger!

Problems:  (i)  no stable isotope
                  (ii) need to know neutron radius better than for Cs expt.

Answers: (i)  go to TRIUMF’s actinide target to get loads of Fr
                (ii) the upcoming PREX experiment at Jefferson Lab
                will measure the neutron radius of 208Pb
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Lifetime of the 8s level

continuum

506 nm

Boulder Cs: massive atomic beam
(1013 s-1 cm-2)
key figure: 1010  6s-7s excitations /sec

A Francium APNC Experiment at TRIUMF

Fr trap:
excitation rate per atom: 30 s-1

but asymmetry 18x larger
APNC possible with 106 - 107 atoms! 
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A Fr APNC experiment at TRIUMF
• Actinide target will make ISAC the best place to pursue Fr physics such 

as NSI APNC
• data collection time (purely statistical, no duty factor)

• 106 trapped atoms, 1.0% APNC: 2.3 hours
• 107 trapped atoms, 0.1% APNC: 23 hours

➡ APNC work can start even with low current on ISAC target!
➡ But: most of the time needs to be spent on systematics. So 

realistically we are talking 100 days or more of beam, spread of 
more than a year!

• 1% neutron radius measurement in 208Pb with PREX would put a 0.2 % 
uncertainty on Qw in 212Fr  (Sil 2005)

• atomic theory similar to Cs (0.4 - 0.5 % uncertainty), so progress in this 
direction required to go beyond  Wood et al. (but can be expected)

• isotopic ratio will need next gen. neutron radius experiment (also mostly 
sensitive to NP in proton) (Sil 2005)

• can expect that all aspects improve over time
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What I like particularly about APNC measurements:

To reach sensitivity to New Physics, APNC:

• [atomic] triggered the best atomic structure calculations in heavy 
atoms, truly advanced the state-of-the-art, and keeps doing so

• [nuclear] requires, and motivates the most accurate neutron skin 
determination (very interesting by itself)

• [laser technology...] pushes experimental techniques in atomic 
physics
• Cs beam: 800 kW/cm2 narrowband light, extreme control of 

external fields
• next generation trap-based expts.: frequency control of RF fields 

and light, new, efficient atom trapping schemes, densest samples 
of short-lived radioactive atoms, state-of-the-art position control 
for atoms

• [particle] result
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Khriplovich and Flambaum (1980)

N N

e e

Z0

Ve

AN

NSD Z-exchange

N N

e e

Z0 γ

hyperfine correction to
the weak neutral current

N N

e e

γ

W±,Z0

PV hadronic interactions
! PV anapole moment
of the nucleus

Nuclear spin dependent APNC
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charge moments !18". For the vector potential, the first term
vanishes as there is no net current. After carefully taking the

constraints of current conservation and the boundedness of

the current density into account !which place six constraints
on the bilinear products j(x! !) ix j!", there remain three inde-
pendent components in the second term, corresponding to the

magnetic dipole moment of a classical current distribution.

Similarly, the third term involves a symmetric product of two

coordinates with the current, generating 18 independent tri-

linear combinations, with 10 constraints. The remaining 8

independent components comprise the static magnetic quad-

rupole moment and the E1 moment known as the ‘‘anapole

moment’’ #AM$.
One can extract the vector potential due to the AM

explicitly,

A! (anapole)#x! $!! "a!
%2

M 2 #
%!

M
a! • %!

M
" 1

4&#x! #
, #3$

where

a! !
M 2

6
$ d3x!x! !$!x! !$ j!#x! !$" . #4$

#We multiply and divide by M 2 for consistency with the

definition of a! we will later introduce via the Dirac equa-
tion.$ We can remove the second term in Eq. #3$ by a gauge
transformation, so that

A! (anapole)#x! $!
a!

M 2
' (3)#x! $. #5$

Current conservation allows Eq. #4$ to be rewritten as

a! !"
M 2

4
$ d3x!x!2 j!#x! !$. #6$

#We use the Lorentz-Heaviside unit in which (!e2/4&)c
!1/137.$ Equation #6$ is often presented as the definition of
the AM !3,12–17,19". However, it is important to note that
this form is obtained only after exploiting the constraints of

current conservation.

It is apparent, for the ordinary electromagnetic current,

that the associated AM operator is odd under a parity trans-

formation. Therefore a nonzero AM requires either the intro-

duction of an axial-vector component into the current or a

parity admixture in the ground state #allowing the ordinary
electromagnetic current to have a nonvanishing expectation

value$. This requirement of PNC associates the AM with the

weak interaction.

Another important property is the contact nature of the

AM vector potential. Thus an atomic electron interacts with

the AM of the nucleus only to the extent that its wave func-

tion penetrates the nucleus.

Figure 1 gives a classical picture of the anapole moment

as a current winding. Although the currents on the inner and

outer sides of the torus oppose one another, there is a net

contribution because of the r2 weighting #in spherical coor-

dinates$ of the current in the definition of the AM, leading to
an AM that points upward. The illustrated current distribu-

tion is odd under a parity reversal, as we have noted it must

be for the ordinary electromagnetic current. If, however, the

current has a chirality—a small ‘‘pitch’’ corresponding to a

left- or right-handed winding that would signal PNC—a

parity-even contribution to the operator would be induced.

B. Anapole operator

Although one could quantize Eq. #6$ directly to generate
the anapole moment operator, a better procedure is to avoid

the assumption of current conservation, as this is often vio-

lated in nuclear models. Switching to a standard spherical

multipole decomposition yields the momentum-space charge

and current operators !20"

*#q! $!+
J ,M

#"i $J4&YJM* #,q$MJM
Coul#q $, #7$

j!-#q! $!+
J ,M

#"i $J!2&#2J#1 $DM-
(J) #".q ,"/q ,.q$

$!TJM
el #q $"-TJM

mag#q $" , #8$

and the associated charge, transverse electric, and transverse

magnetic multipole projections of definite angular momen-

tum and #in the absence of PNC$ parity:

MJM
Coul#q $!$ d3x jJ#qx $YJM#,x$*#x! $, #9$

TJM
el #q $!$ d3x

1

q
%! $! j J#qx $Y! JJ1

M #,x$"• j!#x! $, #10$

TJM
mag#q $!$ d3x jJ#qx $Y! JJ1

M #,x$• j!#x! $, #11$

where q! is the #outgoing$ three-momentum transfer, j J the

spherical Bessel function, YJM and Y! JJ1
M the ordinary and

vector spherical harmonics, and DM-
(J) (".q ,"/q ,.q) the

rotation matrix.

The transformation properties of the possible multipole

moments under parity #P$ and time-reversal #T$ are listed in
Table I. Systems that are parity and time-reversal invariant

can have only even-rank Coulomb moments #charge, charge

FIG. 1. A toroidal current winding generates a nonzero anapole

moment.
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From the recent measurement of parity nonconservation !PNC" in the Cs atom we have extracted the

constant of the nuclear spin dependent electron-nucleon PNC interaction, #!0.442(63); the anapole moment
constant, #a!0.364(62); the strength of the PNC proton-nucleus potential, gp!7.3"1.2(expt)
"1.5(theor); the $-meson-nucleon interaction constant, f $%h$

1!&9.5"2.1(expt)"3.5(theor)'#10$7; and

the strength of the neutron-nucleus potential, gn!$1.7"0.8(expt)"1.3(theor). &S0556-2813!97"02609-5'

PACS number!s": 11.30.Er, 21.10.Ky, 12.15.$y, 32.80.Ys

In the work &1' the parity nonconserving !PNC" transition
amplitude between the 6s and 7s states of the 133Cs atom
has been precisely measured:

E%$Im!E1PNC"/(!1.5935!56" mV/cm. !1"

They also observed the nuclear spin dependent contribution

Im!E1a"/(!0.077!11" mV/cm. !2"

This is a manifestation of parity violation in atomic nuclei
and provides the first measurement of a nuclear anapole
moment—an electromagnetic multipole violating the funda-
mental symmetries of parity and charge conjugation invari-
ance. The anapole moment was introduced by Zel’dovich &2'
just after the discovery of parity violation. He pointed out
that a particle should have a parity-violating electromagnetic
form factor, in addition to the usual electric and magnetic
form factors. The first realistic example, the anapole moment
of the nucleus, was considered in Ref. &3' and calculated in
Ref. &4'. In these works it was also demonstrated that atomic
and molecular experiments could detect anapole moments.
Subsequently, a number of experiments were performed in
Paris, Boulder, Oxford, and Seattle &5' and some limits on
the magnitude of the anapole moment were established.
However, the first unambiguous detection of the nuclear ana-
pole moment !14% accuracy" has just been completed &1'.
The existence of the anapole moment is due to parity

nonconserving nuclear forces which create spin and mag-
netic moment helical structures inside the nucleus. !A de-
tailed discussion of the spin helix produced by the weak
interaction is contained in Ref. &6'". The wave function of
the unpaired nucleon can be presented as !see, e.g., &4'"

)!ei*!•r)0 , !3"

i.e., the spin s! 1
2 ! is rotated around the vector r. Here the

angle of rotation 2*r is proportional to the strength of the
weak interaction &*!$(G/!2)g+ , see Eq. !17"' and )0 is
the unperturbed wave function. The correction to the electro-
magnetic currents due to this spin rotation has a toroidal
structure. The toroidal electromagnetic current density j pro-
duces a magnetic field inside the torus like that inside a clas-
sical toroidal coil. In the limit of a pointlike nucleus the
vector potential corresponding to this magnetic field can be
presented as &3,4'

A!a,!r ",

a!$$! j!r"r2d3r!
1

e

G

!2
KI

I!I%1 "
#a , !4"

where a is an anapole moment vector directed along the

nuclear spin I, K!(I% 1
2 )($1)

I%1/2$l (l is the orbital angu-

lar momentum of the external nucleon", and e is the electric
charge of the proton. We separated the Fermi constant of the
weak interaction (G) and introduced the dimensionless con-

stant #a . The operator of the anapole moment, â

(a!-)"â").) is given by the following formula &7':

â!
$e

m
#/!r#!"$

q

2
!pr2%r2p"$ , !5"

where m is the mass of a nucleon, r and p are the position
and momentum operators of the nucleon, / is the nucleon
magnetic moment in nuclear magnetons, and q!0 (1) for a
neutron !proton". The dominant contribution to the nuclear
anapole is given by the spin current &the first term in Eq. !5"'.
The contribution of the second term !the convection or or-
bital current contribution" is very small. Moreover, to a large
extent it is canceled out by the contribution of the contact
current !see Refs. &3,4,8'". The only other sizable contribu-
tion is due to the spin-orbit current considered in Ref. &8' and
is about $20% of the dominant spin contribution.
The interaction between atomic electrons and the mag-

netic field of the nuclear anapole produces a nuclear spin
dependent PNC effect in atoms, which was first calculated in
Ref. &9' and has been measured in Ref. &1'. The PNC ampli-
tudes for different hyperfine transitions were found to be
different. This difference is produced by the magnetic inter-
action of the atomic electron and the anapole vector potential
A:

Va!e"•A!e"•a,!r "!
G

!2
KI•"

I!I%1 "
#a,!r ". !6"

Note that there are other mechanisms that produce !small"
atomic effects similar to the anapole moment. This means
that the atomic electron’s interaction with the nucleus should

PHYSICAL REVIEW C SEPTEMBER 1997VOLUME 56, NUMBER 3

560556-2813/97/56!3"/1641!4"/$10.00 1641 © 1997 The American Physical Society

Haxton et al., PRC 2002

A. Weis, U. of Fribourg, 

!a ! A2/3 Flambaum & Khriplovich 1980N N

e e

γ

W±,Z0

PV hadronic interactions
! PV anapole moment
of the nucleus

Nuclear spin dependent APNC
For A > 20 the anapole dominates the NSD part (at least for 
unpaired protons)

∼
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Limits on weak nucleon coupling 
from various experiments

Constraints of couplings from 
measuring two francium isotopes 
(note: the Cs band is somewhat different 
from the Haxton-Wieman plot due to 
different choices for the gi).

But: Anapoles in nuclei are 
interesting by themselves, and data 
is VERY sparse. They tell us about 
the weak nucleon-nucleon interaction 
in nuclear matter.

Nuclear structure in heavy nuclei 
probably not well enough understood at 
this point to make reduction to meson 
couplings (anyway, EFT is the real deal 
now...)
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|AStark + AM1 + APNC|2

|6s! = |6s + !p!

|7s! = |7s + !p!

Wood et al. 57

Table 2. Comparison of experimental parameters for the presentworkwith

those for our previous measurement. Note that we have improved the PNC

signal-to-noise ratio by nearly a factor of 7.

Quantity 1988 1996

540 nm laser power density 200 kW/cm2 800 kW/cm2

Detection efficiency 25% !65%
Cavity waist, !o 0.21 mm 0.41 mm

Volume = "!2oL, L = 2 cm 0.0028 cm3 0.011 cm3

Resonant atomic density 1 x 108 cm"3 2.2 x 108 cm"3

Experimental duty factor < 30% ! 65%

#F = +1 6S–7S photocurrent 200 pA 200 nA

Signal/background 17 4

Electric field 1000 V/cm 450–950 V/cm

Magnetic field 74 G 6.4 G

6S–7S shot noise 28.5 ppm/
#
Hz 15 ppm/

#
Hz

6S–7S technical noise 22 ppm/
#
Hz <8 ppm/

#
Hz

BG, detector noise 27 ppm/
#
Hz <8 ppm/

#
Hz

Fractional PNC modulation 3.2 ppm 6–8 ppm

PNC signal/noise 0.07/
#
Hz 0.45/

#
Hz

7. Results and conclusion

After taking into account the appropriate calibrations and corrections as described in the previous two

sections, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 26 for our measurement of parity nonconservation on the

#F = ±1 transitions between the 6S and 7S states of cesium. From this data, our final results are
Im(E1PNC)

$
= "1.5576(77) mV/cm 6S F = 3 $ 7S F % = 4

"1.6349(80) mV/cm 6S F = 4 $ 7S F % = 3
(40)

Physically, the quantity Im(E1PNC)/$, which is 1.6 mV/cm for the system studied here, represents the

magnitude of an applied electric field thatwould produce a pure Stark-induced transition amplitude equal

to the pure PNC transition amplitude. The uncertainties are dominated by the statistical uncertainties

of 0.0078 and 0.0073 mV/cm, respectively.

Thedifferencebetween these two results, due to thenuclear-spin-dependent contribution, is 0.077(11)

mV/cm. This is related to the nuclear anapole moment and provides information about parity violating

purely hadronic interactions. The appropriately weighted average,

Im(E1PNC)

$%

!"QW

N

"
= (0.535) &LR(4, 3) + (0.465) &LR(3, 4)

= "1.5935(56) mV/cm (41)

where the weighting factors are the average of those derived in refs. 37–39, gives a nuclear-spin-

independent result of "1.5963(56) mV/cm.
Comparison of these results to those of our previousmeasurement [2] (Im(E1PNC)/$ = "1.693(47)

and "1.513(49) mV/cm for the 4 $ 3 and 3 $ 4 transition, respectively) shows that our new results

not only agree with the old but are more precise by a factor of 6.5. A comparison of the parameters for

the 1998 and 1996 measurements is summarized in Table 2.

From the nuclear-spin-independent average for Im(E1PNC)/$, one can extract a value for the

weak charge of the nucleus, Qw, which provides a test of the standard model of electroweak unifi-

©1999 NRC Canada

anapole is extracted

from difference

Review: the Boulder Cs experiment
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Interference scheme for hyperfine transitions

|7p!

|7sF !

|7sF !!

Gomez et al. PRA 2007

Drive E1PNC between electr. ground state hyperfine levels 
⇒ NSI PNC effect absent, pure NSD APNC
(L. Orozco, Maryland)

microwave cavity

laser-cooled atoms
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The big challenge: the M1 amplitude
•M1 transition is allowed (unlike in optical APNC Stark 
experiments)

•  |AE1/AM1| ~10-9  !

•Need some tricks to reduce the 
M1 amplitude

19

|7p!

|7sF !

|7sF !!
• (1) Place atoms at the node of the 
      magnetic field, reduction of 5 ×10-3

•  any travelling wave component must be suppressed, bi-directional feeding 

of cavity
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•microwave resonant 
for |Δm|=1 E1 
transitions

•E1 polarized 
along the x axis

•M1 polarized along z 
axis, M1: Δm=0

•M1 tuned out of 
resonance, 
suppression of 
10-3

• dynamical 
suppression via atom 
movement in the trap

BDC
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Signal to Noise

tR = 1 sec, 300 atoms, 104 meas. cycles: 3 % measurement

106 atoms: S/N of 20 in 1 second
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

actinide target

HF anomaly
E 1010

anapole E 1065

7s-8s M1 optical APNC

anapole, o!-line preparation (Maryland)
Rb M1 (Manitoba)

• Canadian SAP plan: high priority for francium

• Hyperfine anomalies: study of nuclear properties, tune up Fr apparatus 
(E 1010 approved)

• Anapole measurement (E 1065 approved)

• 7s-8s Stark/M1: precursor to optical APNC (in preparation)

• Optical APNC (future EEC proposal)

• e-EDM: letter of intent by H. Gould (LBNL)
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Weak Nucleon-Nucleon Interactions by Parity Nonconservation 
Measurements in Francium (E 1065)

by the FrPNC collaboration (in fairly arbitrary order):  
G. Gwinner (Manitoba)
E. Gomez (Univ. Autonoma San Luis Potosi, Mexico)
G.D. Sprouse (Stony Brook)
J.A. Behr, K.P. Jackson, M.R. Pearson (TRIUMF)
L.A. Orozco, A. Perez Galvan, D. Norris, D. Sheng

(Univ. of Maryland)
V. Flambaum (Univ. of New South Wales)
S. Aubin (College of William and Mary)

Winnipeg (“where all atoms are ultracold”)

Aurora Borealis

PRex →
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